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Cut Your Resolutions to Manageable Size
Welcome to 2022! I trust each of you and your families had a great holiday season. Thank you for reading our newsletter and following me last year as I tried to give you thoughts and ideas on how to save
during a turbulent time in all our lives. If you are a person that make New Year’s resolutions, I hope
you will follow me again the year as I try to provide ideas on cutting your resolutions into manageable
sizes.
The last two years were rough and highly unpredictable. Give yourself some slack by setting goals for
2022 that feel satisfying and achievable. The idea of making New Year’s resolutions for 2022 might
seem overwhelming. The experts say that in 2022 – or any year – writing out one or two specific, small,
and attainable goals can help develop confidence and a sense of pride, improving your well-being. Currently, everyone could use a little more positivity in their life. Here’s how to get started.
Think about your motivations. Just because it’s the beginning of the year doesn’t mean you will automatically feel motivate to start a new habit. You should have internal motivation to sustain a behavior
change. So, when making new resolutions, consider what changes you would like to make, but also ask
why you want to make them, what makes you feel committed to reaching your goals?
For example, if you know you’d like to learn about investing more, is it because you’re trying to conform to society’s standards or the latest trends and news about money? Is it because your family,
friends or significant other told you to do it? These are examples of external motivators, which are less
likely to help you reach your goals. On the other hand, if investing more appeals to you because it
makes you feel more secure mentally, emotionally, and physically regarding yours and or your family’s
future retirement, those are internal motivations that will make you more likely to build new, longterm habits.
If learning more about investing is one of your 2022 goals, what better program to get involved with
and learn more about investing than BetterInvesting. Get to know and reach out to the Georgia Chapter for assistance to reach that goal, to strengthen those internal motivations to help you and or your
club become stronger and to build new, long-term habits.
Please join me here this year as we look at making bite size goals that are achievable, making plans and
not resolutions, how to shorten your list of goals and with each of these steps, cut yourself some slack.
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Would you like to win some
MONEY and learn more about
the Georgia Chapter at the
same time?
•
•
•
•

Complete the word search puzzle on the next page
Take a picture of the completed puzzle
Email the picture to contact@georgia.betterinvesting.net
Winners will be based on the date and time stamp of the
email. Winners will be notified by email.

WHAT YOU WILL WIN!
Be the FIRST person to accurately complete and return the word search
puzzle and win a $25 gift card
The second person who returns the correct puzzle,
wins a $15 gift card
The third person who returns the correct puzzle wins a $10 gift card

Remember: The completed puzzle must be emailed to
contact@georgia.betterinvesting.net
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Preparation for 2021 Club Taxes
Written by Director, Clair Redmond
In Georgia we must prepare taxes for the IRS and the State Department of
Revenue. BetterInvesting makes it easier on the treasurer with the purchase of
Tax Printer Software which interfaces with club data for the year in question.
Cost for both software programs are $179.98.
I will briefly discuss the federal printer software. First, the club needs to have all
their 1099s associated with the club account. The treasurer should make sure
that purchases, sales, and dividends, correspond with what has been entered
into Club Accounting or myICLUB.com. The treasurer also should make sure all
dues are entered correctly in the accounting program for each month. An audit
of the brokerage statement monthly will make the tax filing easier at tax time.
The tax printer has a series of questions for the treasurer to answer—most of
which will be “NO” answers unless the club has an unusually high value or there
is a trust involved by one of the members. There will be a series of pages for
cost basis of securities sold, which should be checked against the 1099. There is
a column to correct any discrepancies between the broker and the club. There
is an additional page for the treasurer to complete with name, address and
where the 1065 partnership return will be filed. K-1s will be generated and
provided to each member. This year taxes are filed online enabling
confirmation that the return will be received.
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The Purpose of a Model Club
Georgia is fortunate to have two (2) model investment clubs that follow the
BetterInvesting proven methodology of investing. The four (4) principles of BI are
investing regularly, reinvest all earnings, purchase high quality growth stocks and
maintain a diversified portfolio. The two (2) model investment clubs are the
Atlanta Chapter Model Education Club (ACME) and the Central Georgia Model
Investment Club (CGMIC). The model clubs consist of members who, after
attending a minimum of two (2) monthly meetings, are voted in as investment
partners. As an investment partner, each member of the partnership is required
to contribute a minimum of $25 each month that purchases a percentage of the
club’s portfolio that is their personal share of ownership. Education is an
important element of the model investment clubs as most members of the model
clubs are inexperienced investors interested in learning how to become successful
long-term investors. Each monthly meeting consists of an educational session,
reviewing the club portfolio, making democratic decisions regarding all actions
pertaining to the handling of stocks. Both model clubs are currently accepting
new members or you can just sit in on a meeting at your convenience. The ACME
Model Club meets the 2nd Saturday of each month from 12:00 – 2:00 pm and the
Central Georgia Model Club meets the 3rd Saturday of each month from
12:00 – 2:00 pm. The model clubs are currently meeting online via GoToMeeting
due to the pandemic. To attend a Model Club meeting, please use these links:
ACME
CGMIC

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/594493789
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/735717165

Kemnetta Pillette took over as President of the Central Georgia
Model Investment Club (CGMIC) in 2020. Kemnetta has been a
member of ACME since November 2016 and also joined CGMIC
in 2019. When Kemnetta joined ACME she had just gone
through a bad experience with an investment advisor who had
lost $10,000 of her investments. That turned into a life changing event for Kemnetta who decided she was going to learn
everything she could to protect her current and future
investments. “BetterInvesting teaches you how to invest for
growth and the SSG model works! BetterInvesting tools such as the online training,
mentors, research mechanisms and education at the model clubs prepares members
to make good decisions on stock investments.”
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The Purpose of a Model Club (continued)

The current ACME Club President, Zuwena Johnson, has been a
member of ACME since September 2015. According to Zuwena,
the reason she joined ACME was because BetterInvesting, as an
organization, is great for education, live training, and tons of informational sessions via recordings. Using the tools provided by
BetterInvesting to invest in stock like the SSG helps Zuwena make
informed decisions about stock management instead of just
“following the herd.” Zuwena also likes how ACME is run, how
decisions are made, members are open and welcoming and not judgemental which is
important as everyone is there to learn. I, for one, am looking forward to seeing what
Zuwena’s leadership will bring to the ACME Investment Club.
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Schedule a Club Visit
As Directors, one of our many responsibilities is to partner with investments clubs
and individuals to make them as successful as possible. We are able to visit clubs in
person or virtually. We can train on BI tools, provide portfolio analysis and even provide treasurer assistance.

We currently have approximately 1000 active members, including 125 BI clubs plus
approximately 225 individual investors.
In our efforts to reach out to our members, our role is to make sure you have a positive BI experience and to offer any training or educational program you feel you
need. Another part of our support is to celebrate club anniversaries. We typically
recognize clubs at various milestones.
To schedule your club visit, email contact@georgia.betterinvesting.net
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Georgia Chapter Directors (from left to right): Clair Redmond, Cynthia McCrary, Jim
Vandersall, Melinda Smith, Larry Reno (Director Emeritus), Liz Peterson, Debra
Johnson, Howard Johnson, Carl Hinton, Kyra Slack and Charles Lemon (not pictured).
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Connect with us!
WEBSITE
Betterinvesting.org/chapters/Georgia
EMAIL
contact@georgia.betterinvesting.net
Facebook
Facebook.com/betterinvestinggachapter
Instagram
Instagram.com/betterinvesting_gachapter
YouTube
Search “BI Directors of Georgia”
Meetup
Meetup.com/Central-Georgia-Stock-Investment-Club/

The Georgia Chapter is run entirely by volunteer Directors, who give freely of their
time and knowledge. The more volunteers we have, the more people we can reach
and teach. If you are one of those people who want to learn more and like to help
out, we want you as a Director!
We are always looking for individuals with administrative skills, organizational
abilities, teaching skills or computer skills. This is a great opportunity to learn more
about investing while spending time with a great group of folks.

